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AbstratIn dynami prinipal-agent relationships, it is sometimes observedthat the agent's reward depends only on the �nal outome. For ex-ample, a student's grade in a ourse quite often depends only on the�nal exam sore, where the performane in the problem sets and themid-term exam is ignored. The present paper shows that suh anarrangement an be optimal if the agent's e�ort in eah period hasstrong persistent e�ets. It is shown that the optimality of suh asimple payment sheme ruially depends on the �rst order stohastidominane of the �nal outome under various e�ort sequenes.�This paper is based on Chapter 2 of my Ph. D. thesis (University of Tokyo, 2008).I would like to thank my advisor, Mihihiro Kandori, for his guidane. Comments anddisussions by Eddie Dekel, Junihiro Ishida, Hideshi Itoh, Minoru Kitahara, Dan Sasakiand Satoru Takahashi muh improved the paper. All remaining errors are mine. Finanialsupports from COE Program CEMANO and Japan Soiety for the Promotion of Sieneare gratefully aknowledged. 1



Journal of Eonomi Literature Classi�ation Numbers: D82, J31,M52.Keywords: dynami moral hazard; history dependene; simple on-trat; �rst-order stohasti dominane.1 IntrodutionIn long-term prinipal-agent relationships, the prinipal write payment shed-ules that an potentially depend on period-by-period performane (that isrelated to the level of e�orts), in order to provide proper inentives. In thelight of the elebrated SuÆient Statisti Theorem (H�olmstrom [3℄), one mayexpet that using the detailed history of past performanes that is informa-tive of the agent's e�orts is optimal for the prinipal in writing paymentshedules.However, we often observe various inentive shemes whih are not depen-dent on a part of performanes, although those performanes would provideertain information about the agent's e�ort levels. Espeially, examples ofinentive sheme that depends only on the �nal performane are abundant.For instane, in many undergraduate ourses, the instrutors' gradingpoliy mainly fouses on sores in the �nal exam, although week-by-weekhomework may reet students' e�ort levels in detail. Other examples in-lude university admissions in Japan that are ompletely dependent on en-trane exams, where high-shool reords are hardly taken into onsiderationin admission proess. Private tutors in Japan for entrane exams are oftenompensated with speial bonus if the student has ahieved the �nal obje-tive, while usual tutorial fees are �xed, and do not depend on the students'period-by-period performane.The present paper shows that suh an arrangement an be optimal if theagent's e�ort in eah period has strong persistent e�ets. If agent's e�ortin eah period has strong persistent e�et on the probability distribution of2



outomes in later periods, the payment ontrat whih depends only on the�nal outome an provide the agent with suÆient inentive to work harderin every period. Therefore, all outomes exept for the �nal-period one areignored in the optimal long-term ontrat, although those outomes wouldprovide detailed information about agent's e�ort levels in preeding periods.Theorems 1{3 of the paper provide suÆient onditions for suh simpleontrats to be optimal in various models of dynami moral hazard irum-stane in whih the ost of e�ort is the same in all periods. The ommonfeature of our suÆient onditions an be simply summarized as follows:The probability distribution of the �nal outome when the agent shirks onlyin the �nal period �rst-order stohastially dominates (FOS-dominates orFOSD, hereafter) the distribution when the agent shirks in any other pe-riods in suh a way that the expeted number of shirking is one. To graspthe idea behind this ondition intuitively, onsider the two-period model inwhih the agent's �rst-period ation also a�ets the probability distributionof the seond-period outome. Let (a; a0) denote the ation pro�le in whihthe �rst element (seond element) indiates the agent's �rst period ation(seond period ation, respetively), and let �a (a) denote the high e�ort(the shirk, respetively). Then the suÆient ondition has the following tworequirements (Theorem 1).(i) The probability distribution of the seond-period outome when theagent shirks only in the seond period (�a; a) FOS-dominates the distri-bution when the agent shirks only in the �rst period (a; �a).(ii) The probability distribution of the seond-period outome when theagent shirks only in the seond period (�a; a) FOS-dominates the half-by-half randomization of (a) the distribution when the agent shirks inboth periods (a; a) and (b) the distribution when the agent never shirksin any periods (�a; �a).Requirement (i) ensures that shirking in the �rst period (a; �a) is always worse3



o� to the agent than shirking in the seond period (�a; a). Due to the FOSD,the agent an obtain larger expeted payo� from wages in (�a; a) than in(a; �a)1, and as the number of e�orts is the same in both ation pro�les, theagent obtains larger overall expeted payo� if he takes (�a; a) than (a; �a).Thus, in designing the optimal ontrat, the prinipal need not take intoaount the possibility that the agent may shirk in the �rst period (a; �a).Requirement (ii) ensures that shirking in both periods (a; a) is worse o�to the agent than shirking in the seond period (�a; a). As the number ofe�orts is di�erent between the two alternatives, the FOSD ondition shouldbe arranged in suh a way that the expeted number of e�orts is set to be thesame. In requirement (ii), this is ahieved by setting the expeted numberof e�orts of both sides to be one (1 = 0:5� 2+ 0:5� 0).2 Thus, in designingthe optimal ontrat, the prinipal need not take into aount the possibilitythat the agent may shirk in both periods (a; a).Under (i) and (ii), the prinipal need not take into onsideration any pos-sibilities that the agent shirks in the �rst period whatsoever (a; �). Therefore,the prinipal's interest is onentrated on inentivizing the agent's seond-period e�ort only, whih indues the simple optimal ontrat that dependsonly on the �nal outome. It is noteworthy that requirement (ii) togetherwith (i) an be summarized as follows: The probability distribution of the�nal outome when the agent shirks only in the �nal period FOS-dominatesthe distribution when the agent shirks in any other periods in suh a waythat the expeted number of shirking is one. Suh arguments of the role ofFOSD and the expeted number of e�orts also apply to T -period models,1As will be presented formally in Setion 3, we assume that the distribution of out-omes has the monotone likelihood ratio property. Therefore, in the optimal ontrat, thewage sheme is an inreasing funtion of outomes, whih enables us to make omparisonbetween expeted payo�s from wages by means of FOSD.2The reader may wonder why (�a; �a), whih is irrelevant in the omparison between(�a; a) and (a; a), appears in requirement (ii). This is beause the inentive ompatibilityonstraint between (�a; �a) and (�a; a) is binding (indi�erent to the agent) in the optimum.See Setion 3 for the detail. 4



and suÆient onditions are provided in similar manners (Theorems 2{3).Strong persistent e�ets of e�orts as haraterized by the FOSDs is themain soure of our result. Historial dependene of this sort an be oftenseen in real eonomi environments. For example, if an e�ort has a time-lage�et to the next period as well as the diret e�et to the urrent period,then the probability of suess in period 2 will be inuened by the e�ortlevel in period 1. If the prodution tehnology bears irreversibility, then themodel beomes history dependent in a similar manner.3A brief review of the related literature is as follows. The result of thepaper (Theorems 1{3) is in ontrast with the ones in repeated moral hazardliterature that payments in the optimal long-term ontrat should be depen-dent on the whole history of past performanes (Lambert [5℄, Rogerson [11℄,Malomson and Spinnewyn [8℄ and Chiappori et al. [1℄). In those literature,it is assumed that there are no exogenous links between one period and thenext, and the omplementarity between inentives as disussed in preedingparagraphs annot emerge.Holmstr�om [3℄ shows that any signal that is informative of the agent'se�orts should be used to ondition the agent's ompensation sheme whenthere are no exogenous links between ations the agent might take (TheSuÆient Statisti Theorem). In our model, all outomes exept for the�nal-period one should be ignored in the optimal ontrat, although thoseoutomes are informative of the agent's e�orts in the preeding periods. Ourresult is in ontrast to Holmstr�om's in that some part of \informative" signalsan be ignored in the optimal ontrat if there are exogenous links betweenthe agent's ations.After ompleting the earlier version of this paper, we beame aware ofan independent work by Kwon [4℄, who investigates a dynami moral hazardmodel and derives a similar result to ours in a sense that the optimal on-trat should be simple if the probability distributions satisfy \non-inreasing3These examples are examined in detail in Setion 4.5



marginal returns" assumption. Kwon deals with a simpli�ed model in whihthere are only two performane levels (\suess" and \failure") and the e�etof e�orts in every period is symmetri. The present paper deals with moregeneral environment in whih there are N performane levels and the ef-fet of e�orts in eah period an be asymmetri, and reveals that onditionsprovided with �rst-order stohasti dominane is suÆient for the simpleontrat result, whih is a weaker ondition than Kwon's \non-inreasingmarginal returns" assumption.4The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 desribesthe basi model of 2-period dynami moral hazard. Setion 3 provides themain result of the paper. It is shown that the optimal long-term ontrat isdependent only on the �nal outome and a suÆient ondition for the resultis presented (Theorem 1). Setion 4 provides some examples of environmentsin whih the suÆient ondition is satis�ed. In Setion 5, we extend the basimodel to T -period, and present suÆient onditions for the optimal ontratto be simple as in Theorem 1. Setion 6 ontains some onluding remarks.2 The Basi ModelWe study a simple dynami moral hazard model with \history dependene."The relationship between a prinipal (she) and an agent (he) lasts for twoperiods (t = 1; 2).In eah period, the agent hooses his ation at from the ation spaeA = fa; �ag. These ations are kept unobservable to the prinipal. We may�nd it onvenient to interpret those ations as e�ort levels, and say that heworks hard (respetively, shirks) when he hooses �a (respetively, a).In period t, after the agent has hosen his ation at, the outome xt 24In Setion 5, it is shown that \non-inreasing marginal returns" is a speial lass ofthe suÆient ondition provided with FOSD. Empirial evidene from health insurane isalso presented in Kwon [4℄, whih is onsistent with the derived optimal ontrat.6



fx1; � � � ; xNg realizes aording to probabilities that depend on the history ofagent's ations; that is, the distribution of x1 depends on a1, whereas that ofx2 depends on the pair (a1; a2). These outomes are immediately observed byboth parties (and assumed to be veri�able to third parties, suh as a ourt).We may regard these outomes as performanes, and identify eah of themwith the orresponding revenue to the prinipal.We assume that x1 and x2 are independently distributed5; hereafter, wewill write the distributions as follows:p1i (a1) = Pr �x1 = xi j a1� (i = 1; � � � ; N);p2i (a1; a2) = Pr �x2 = xi j (a1; a2)� (i = 1; � � � ; N):Throughout the paper, we assume that the distributions are of full supports:p1i (a1) > 0 for all (i; a1) 2 f1; � � � ; Ng � A;p2i (a1; a2) > 0 for all (i; a1; a2) 2 f1; � � � ; Ng � A2:At the beginning of the game (i.e., before t = 1), the prinipal and theagent sign a ontrat in the manner desribed in detail below.First, the prinipal o�ers a long-term ontrat w = (w1;w2), wherew1 = (w1(x1))x12X and w2 = (w2(x1; x2))(x1;x2)2X2 are payment shedulesfor periods 1 and 2, respetively, under outome realizations (x1; x2). Suha ontrat stipulates N + N2 possible payments, depending on the realiza-tions of outomes. Next, the agent deides whether to aept or refuse theontrat o�ered by the prinipal. If the agent refuses the o�ered ontrat,both parties reeive their reservation utilities, and the game omes to an end.If the agent aepts the ontrat, the game enters into the two times moral5This assumption says that the realized value of x1 does not inuene the distributionof x2, so that the former yields no information on the urrent likelihood of any partiularprodution levels in period 2. \History dependene" disussed in this paper treats thease where x2 is a�eted by a1, but not by the realization of x1.7



hazard repetition disussed above.We assume that the prinipal an ommit to the long-term ontrat thatshe has o�ered before t = 1 and so, one the ontrat is aepted by theagent, the prinipal annot hange the payment shedule w and must makethe payment eah period aording to the history of outome realizations upto the date. We also assume that the agent an ommit to his partiipationto the game and so, one he aepts the ontrat, he annot exit in the midstof the game and must partiipate in it until the end of period 2.In eah period, the agent attains a payo� of u(w)�(a), where u is stritlyinreasing and stritly onave (the agent is risk-averse) and (a) < (�a)(harder work makes more ost). We normalize this as (a) = 0 and (�a) = C.Given a long-term ontrat w, the agent's strategy onsists of two parts:one is the ation he takes in the �rst period, a1, and the other is the ationshedule for the seond period a2 = (a2i )Ni=1, eah of whih spei�es the ationhe will take in period 2 under the outome realization of x1 in period 1.6 LetUi(a1; a2i ;w2) denote the expeted utility in period 2 for the agent when hetook a1 and the outome was xi in the �rst period:Ui(a1; a2i ;w2) = NXj=1 p2i (a1; a2i )u(w2(xi; xj))� (a2i ):Using this notation, the intertemporal expeted utility for the agent U(a1; a2;w)under the agent's strategy (a1; a2) an be written asU(a1; a21; � � � ; a2N ;w) = NXi=1 p1i (a1) �u(w1(xi)) + Ui(a1; a2i ;w2)�� (a1):76Aordingly, we allow the agent to hange his ation in period 2 after he observesthe outome realization in period 1, whih is one of the standard assumptions in theliterature. One we ease this assumption and assume that the agent had to ommit to apair of ations (a1; a2) ex ante, then the model redues to a one-shot multitask inentiveproblem. We shall take the sequentiality assumption to fous on the dynamis of themodel, but note that the main result of the paper (Theorems 1{3) also apply to theone-shot multitask model.7We assume that both the Prinipal and the Agent have the ommon disount fator8



The optimization problem for the prinipal when she wishes to implementan ation pro�le (a1; a2) an now be written as:minw NXi=1 p1i (a1)"w1(xi) + NXj=1 p2j(a1; a2i )w2(xi; xj)# ; (P)subjet toU(a1; a2;w) � U(a0; a00;w); a0 6= a1; 8a00 2 AN ; (IC1)Ui(a1; a2i ;w2) � Ui(a1; a0;w2); a0 6= a2i ; i = 1; � � � ; N; (IC2)U(a1; a2;w) � 2�u; (PC)where �u denotes the reservation utility for the agent.At this point, we should emphasize how the optimization problem (P)di�ers from the one for repeated moral hazard models. When the model isjust a repetition of two moral hazard stages, the ation taken in period 1,a1, does not a�et the probability distribution of outomes in period 2 sothat Ui(a0; a2i ;w2) = Ui(a00; a2i ;w2) for any a0 6= a00. This would redue theinentive onstraints for the �rst period (IC1) toU(a1; a2;w) � U(a0; a2;w); (a0 6= a1); (IC1ind)under whih we must only take into aount the deviation strategies from a1to the other a0, with a2 �xed. For the dynami model whih we investigatein the paper, this would not be suÆient: we must take into aount allpossibilities of deviation the agent might make during the two periods, as itis no longer assured that he will always take a2 regardless of the ation hetakes in period 1, even if (IC2) is satis�ed for the a1.of 1. If the ommon disount fator were less than 1 (but positive) and the outome spaeonsists of three elements or more, we annot attain plausible suÆient onditions as inAssumption 1, whih an be desribed only with the nature of (p1i (�)) and (p2i (�; �)). Anindependent related paper by Mukoyama and Sahin [8℄ shows in ase of N = 2 that anextension of Assumption 1 is a suÆient ondition for w1(x1) to be onstant in a similarmodel in whih both players have a ommon disount fator less than 1.9



3 Simple ContratIn this setion, we show that the optimal long-term ontrat is dependent onlyon the seond-period outome if the probability distribution of the seond pe-riod outome satis�es ertain onditions as briey disussed in Introdution.The result (Theorem 1) lies in ontrast to that in the repeated moral hazardliterature where the optimal long-term ontrat would always be dependenton the whole history of past outomes.The following assumption gives the suÆient ondition for suh simpleontrats. We may regard this assumption as \strong persistent e�ets" inthe sense that the ation hosen in period 1 has a stronger inuene on theoutome in period 2 than the ation hosen in period 2.Assumption 1. p2i (a1; a2) satis�es the following three onditions:(i) p2i (a1; �a)=p2u(a1; a) is inreasing in i for all a1. (MLRC)(ii) PIi=1 p2i (a; �a) �PIi=1 p2i (�a; a) for all I 2 f1; � � � ; Ng.(iii) 12PIi=1 (p2i (a; a) + p2i (�a; �a)) �PIi=1 p2i (�a; a) for all I 2 f1; � � � ; Ng.In Assumption 1, (ii) says that the ation pro�le (�a; a) stohastiallydominates the ation pro�le (a; �a) in the distribution of x2, while (iii) saysthat (�a; a) stohastially dominates the half-by-half randomization between(a; a) and (�a; �a). We should note that neither (ii) nor (iii) in Assumption 1an be satis�ed in repeated moral hazard models.Theorem 1. Suppose that the probability distribution of seond period out-ome satis�es Assumption 1. Then the optimal long-term ontrat w whihimplements a1 = �a and a2 = (�a; : : : ; �a) is suh that(a) w1(x1) is a onstant for all x1,(b) w2(x1; x2) is independent of x1, and is inreasing in x2.10



We should note here that Assumption 1 is not only a suÆient onditionfor the simple ontrat result, but also almost neessary ondition in the sensethat if the simple ontrat is optimal for any inreasing and onave funtionsu(�) then the probability distribution neessarily satis�es Assumption 1.Proof. The proof proeeds in two steps. In the �rst step, we solve a \relaxed"optimization problem as follows:minw NXi=1 p1i (a1)"w1(xi) + NXj=1 p2j(a1; a2i )w2(xi; xj)# ; (P')subjet toUi(a1; a2i ;w2) � Ui(a1; a0;w2); a0 6= a2i ; i = 1; � � � ; N; (IC2)U(a1; a2;w) � 2�u; (PC)and show that the solution satis�es the properties (a) and (b). In the seondstep, we verify that (any) ontrat satisfying properties (a) and (b) is alwaysompatible with the onstraint (IC1). By these two steps, we an onludethat the solution to the \original" optimization problem (P) satis�es prop-erties (a) and (b).1. The �rst-order ondition for w1(xi) in the \relaxed" problem (P0) is1u0(w1(xi)) = � for all xi;where � is the Lagrange multiplier with respet to (PC). Thus, w1(xi) is aonstant for all xi.The �rst-order ondition for w2(xi; xj) is1u0(w2(xi; xj)) = �ipi(�a) �1� p2j(�a; a)p2j(�a; �a)�+ �;where �i is the Lagrange multiplier with respet to (IC2) for the orre-11



sponding i. Here, w2(xi; xj) is independent of i (otherwise the prinipalould be stritly better o� by o�ering the ertainty equivalene ~w0j suh thatu( ~w0j) = Pi p1i (�a)u(w2(xi; xj)), without a�eting the remaining onstraints(IC2) and (PC)). Hene, the ratio �i=pi(�a) is a onstant for all i.If �i = 0, then w2(xi; xj) would be a onstant for all j, whih violates(IC2) for i. Hene, �i > 0 should be satis�ed for all i, whih means that(IC2) is binding in the optimum. Therefore, from Assumption 1 (i) and theonavity of u(�), w2(xi; xj) must be inreasing in j.2. Firstly, we hek that (IC1) is satis�ed for two deviation strategies(a1; a2) = (a; �a; � � � ; �a) and (a1; a2) = (a; a; � � � ; a) under the optimal ontratderived in 1. Here, we write w1(xi) = w1 and w2(xi; xj) = w2j as the ontratis not dependent on xi.As shown in 1., (IC2) is binding at the optimum; therefore,C = NXj=1 p2j(�a; �a)u(w2j )� NXj=1 p2j(�a; a)u(w2j ) (1)(IC1) to hold against deviation strategy (a1; a2) = (a; �a; � � � ; �a) is equiv-alent to NXj=1 p2j(�a; �a)u(w2j )� 2C � NXj=1 p2j(a; �a)u(w2j )� C;whih, by substituting (1), yieldsNXj=1 p2j(�a; a)u(w2j ) � NXj=1 p2j(a; �a)u(w2j ):Sine u(w2j ) in inreasing in j, a suÆient ondition for this inequality to holdis that (�a; a) stohastially dominates (a; �a) in the probability distribution ofx2: Assumption 1 (ii).(IC1) to hold against deviation strategy (a1; a2) = (a; a; � � � ; a) is equiv-12



alent to NXj=1 p2j(�a; �a)u(w2j )� 2C � NXj=1 p2j(a; a)u(w2j );whih, by substituting (1), yields2 NXj=1 p2j(�a; a)u(w2j ) � NXj=1 p2j(�a; �a)u(w2j ) + NXj=1 p2j(a; a)u(w2j ):Likewise a suÆient ondition for this inequality to hold is that (�a; a) stohas-tially dominates the half-by-half randomization between (�a; �a) and (a; a):Assumption 1 (iii).Finally we hek that (IC1) is satis�ed for any deviation strategies (a1; a2) =(a; a21; � � � ; a2N). Suppose the agent is to take a2i = �a if i 2 �I � f1; � � � ; Ngand a2i = a if i 2 I = f1; � � � ; Ng n �I. The intertemporal payo� to the agentfollowing this deviation strategy would satisfyu(w1) +Xi2�I p1i (a)" NXj=1 p2j(a; �a)u(w2j )� C#+Xi2I p1i (a)" NXj=1 p2j(a; a)u(w2j )#� u(w1) + max( NXj=1 p2j(a; �a)u(w2j )� C; NXj=1 p2j(a; a)u(w2j ))= max fU(a; �a; � � � ; �a;w); U(a; a; � � � ; a;w)g� U(�a; �a; � � � ; �a;w);where the last inequality omes from the previous result that (IC1) is satis�edboth for (a1; a2) = (a; �a; � � � ; �a) and for (a1; a2) = (a; a; � � � ; a). Hene, (IC1)is satis�ed for any deviation strategy (a1; a2) = (a; a21; � � � ; a2N).The intuition behind the proof is as follows. For the prinipal who iswilling to indue the agent to exert the positive e�ort �a in period 2, it isneessary to make the seond-period payment w2(xi; xj) dependent on theseond-period outome xj as this is the only soure of inentive power avail-13



able. However, suh a payment shedule would indue the agent to workhard in period 1 sine the distribution of seond-period outomes is a�etednot only by a2 but also by a1. Moreover, this gives the agent an inentiveenough to work hard in period 1 under Assumption 1: Assumption 1 (ii)ensures that the agent an always obtain larger gross expeted payo� fromwages by ation pro�le (�a; a) than that by (a; �a) due to the FOSD, and asthe ost of e�ort, C, is the same in both periods, the agent obtains larger netexpeted payo� as well. Thus, if the ontrat is to indue working hard inthe seond period, it automatially provides the agent with inentive to workhard in the �rst period. Assumption 1 (iii), on the other hand, ensures thatthe agent would not deviate to shirking in both periods (i.e., to (a; a)). Half-by-half randomization of the two probability distributions, (�a; �a) and (a; a),gives the agent's gross expeted payo� by taking (a; a) in aordane withthe bene�t of e�ort ost redution normalized to C (one-time shirk). Thus, ifthe ontrat is to indue working hard in the seond period, it automatiallymakes the agent worse o� if he shirks in both periods, (a; a).To summarize, if the probability distribution of the seond-period out-ome when the agent shirks only in the seond period (�a; a) FOS-dominatesthe distribution when the agent shirks in any other periods in suh a waythat the expeted number of shirking is one, providing inentive to work hardin the seond period beomes enough to indue the agent to make high e�ortsin both periods. As we will see in Setion 5, suh arguments of FOSD andone-time shirk play entral roles in T -period models as well and the suÆientonditions for simple ontrats are provided in similar manners.4 ExamplesIn this setion, we give a few examples in whih p2i (�; �) satis�es Assumption 1.These examples inorporate \strong persistent e�ets" in the sense that theation hosen in period 1 has a stronger inuene on the outome of period14



2 than the ation hosen in period 2. Under suh irumstanes, the optimallong-term ontrat is simple by whih we mean that the payment shedulewould be dependent only upon the seond-period outome.In the following examples, we suppose N = 2 (\suess" and \failure")and let �t(�) denote the probability of \suess" in period t; that is, �t(�) =pt2(�) and 1� �t(�) = pt1(�).Example 1 (Time lag). There is a time lag between the e�ort and its e�et.If the agent works hard in period t, it not only inreases the probability ofsuess in the same period by � but also inreases the probability of suessin the following period by �. We assume 0 < � < � in whih we an regard� as a \full e�et" of the e�ort and � as a \partial e�et" of the e�ort. Let �denote the probability of suess when the agent has never taken any positivee�orts. Then, we an write �t(�) as follows:�1(a) = �; �1(�a) = � + �;�2(a; a) = �; �2(a; �a) = � + �;�2(�a; a) = � + �; �2(�a; �a) = � + � + �:Assumption 1 (ii) is satis�ed as �2(�a; a) > �2(a; �a); this is the \time-lage�et" sine the positive e�ort �a taken in period 1 has greater inuene �than it has if taken in period 2 (�). Assumption 1 (iii) is also satis�ed as�2(�a; a) > 12 [�2(�a; �a) + �2(a; a)℄.Example 2 (Irreversibility). The agent has to make a positive e�ort everyperiod to maintain the highest probability of suess ��. If he shirks, theprobability of suess delines by  and this will never be reovered, even ifthe agent makes a positive e�ort in the following period:�1(a) = �� � ; �1(�a) = ��;�2(a; a) = �� � 2; �2(a; �a) = �� � �2(�a; a) = �� � ; �2(�a; �a) = ��:15



It is lear that the distribution satis�es Assumption 1 (ii) and (iii) withequalities.5 ExtensionsIn this setion, we extend the basi model to T -period setup, and show thatsimilar results as in Theorem 1 an be obtained. As in Setion 2, we letat and xt denote agent's ation and outome in eah period t = 1; � � � ; T ,respetively. Distribution of eah outome xt is dependent on the whole pasthistory of ations at = (a1; � � � ; at), and we write them as follows:pit(at) = Pr �xt = xi j at� ; i = 1; � � � ; N:For simpliity, we assume throughout this setion that the agent deideshis whole ation pro�le aT = (a1; � � � ; aT ) in the beginning of period 1 and henever hanges this pro�le after observing any outomes in eah period.8 Wesplit the agent's ation spae AT = A� � � � �A into partition (A0; : : : ;AT ),where Ak = �(a1; : : : ; aT ) j #�t j at = a	 = k	 ; k = 0; : : : ; T:That is, Ak is the set of ation pro�le aT in whih there are k low e�ortsa (and hene, T � k high e�orts �a).9 For instane, if T = 3, then abovenotation gives us A0 = f(�a; �a; �a)g, A1 = f(�a; �a; a); (�a; a; �a); (a; �a; �a)g, et.8In the basi model of Setion 2, it is assumed that the agent an make his seondperiod ation a2 after observing the �rst period outome x1; therefore, the ation pro�leonsists of N +1 omponents (a1; a21; : : : ; a2N ), where a2i denotes the seond period ationwhen the �rst period outome is xi. For T -period model in this setion, we an also thinkof possibility that the agent's ations depend on past outomes (in whih ase the ationpro�le onsists of (NT �1)=(N�1) omponents), but suh a onsideration does not hangethe result in Theorems 2{3. See the Appendix for more on this point.9It is obvious that (A0; : : : ;AT ) satis�es Ak \ Al = ; for any k; l, and Sk Ak = A.Hene (A0; � � � ;AT ) is a partition of A. 16



Let V (a;w) denote the agent's gross expeted payo� from payment shed-ule w when he takes ation pro�le a. Then the agent's net expeted payo�an be written as V (a;w)� C �m(a);where C is the ost of high e�ort �a (as in Setion 2) and m(a) is the numberof high e�orts in ation pro�le a. Then the inentive ompatibility onstraintin N -period model an be simpli�ed as follows: for k = 1; : : : ; T ,V (�a; : : : ; �a;w)� C � k � V (a0;w); for all a0 2 Ak: (ICk)Here we o�er two models of N -period dynami moral hazard.Extention 1 (Summary outome in the �nal period)Suppose that the agent is to make mutually independent outomes in eahperiod, but in the �nal period t = T , there will be a \summary" outomethat is dependent on the whole past ations at = (a1; � � � ; aT ). To be spei�,pit(at) = Pr �xt = xi j at� ; t = 1; � � � ; T � 1;pjt(aT ) = Pr �xT = xj j aT � :In this setup, t-period ation at is assumed to a�et the urrent outomext as well as the �nal outome xT . We an think of this situation as therelationship between week-by-week homeworks and the �nal exam. Eahweek students are assigned homework onerning the topi they have juststudied, but in the end, students must hallenge the �nal exam onerningthe entire topi they learned in the semester.Theorem 2. Suppose that pjT (aT ) satis�es the following two onditions:1. pjT (aT�1; �a)=pjT (aT�1; a) is inreasing in j for all aT�1 (MLRC),17



2. For all k = 1; : : : ; T and all a0 2 Ak, the inequalityPJj=1 [(k � 1)pjT (�a; : : : ; �a; �a) + pjT (a0)℄k � JXj=1 pjT (�a; : : : ; �a; a) (2)holds for all J 2 f1; � � � ; Ng.Then payments in the optimal long-term ontrat is dependent only on the�nal outome xT .First note that onditon 2. is the generalization of onditions (ii) and (iii)in Assumption 1. Substituting k = 1 into equation (2) givesJXj=1 pjT (a0) � JXj=1 pjT (�a; : : : ; �a; a) for all a0 2 A1 and J ,whih states that the distribution of �nal outome xT when the agent takesation pro�le (�a; : : : ; �a; a) �rst-order stohastially dominates that of any a-tion pro�le a0 in whih the agent takes low e�ort only in one period; thisis exatly an extension of ondition (ii) in Assumption 1. Similarly, substi-tuting k = 2 into inequality (2) provides an extention of ondition (iii) inAssumption 1. In general, inequality (2) an be seen as the following ondi-tion: shirking in the �nal period (right-hand side) �rst-order stohastiallydominates any shirkings whose expeted number is exatly one (left-handside).Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 1, we an show that the optimal long-termontrat is independent of outome history xT�1 up to the period T � 1, ifall inentive onstraints butV (�a; : : : ; �a; �a;w)� C � V (�a; : : : ; �a; a;w) (3)are not binding. In the following we show that the derived ontrat, whihis dependent only on the �nal outome xT , automatially satis�es all the18



inentive ompatibility onstraints.As the derived ontrat w� satis�es (3) with equality, we haveC = V (�a; : : : ; �a; �a;w�)� V (�a; : : : ; �a; a;w�): (4)For eah k = 1; : : : ; T , substituting (4) into (ICk) yieldsk � V (�a; : : : ; �a; a;w�) � (k � 1) � V (�a; : : : ; �a; �a;w�) + V (a0;w�):This inequality is guaranteed to hold by (2).Extention 2 (Human Capital Investment)Suppose that distributions of outome in eah period are dependent not onthe detail of past ations, but on the number of high e�orts that the agenthas taken up to the date. To be spei�, we let pi(k) denote the probabilitydistribution when the agent has taken k high e�orts:pi(k) = Pr �xt = xi j #�t j at = �a	 = k� ; k = 0; : : : ; T:We an think of this situation as agent's human apital investment or learning-by-doing e�et of agent's e�ort.Theorem 3. Suppose that distributions pi(k), k = 0; : : : ; T , satisfy the fol-lowing two onditions:1. pi(T )=pi(T � 1) is inreasing in i,2. For all k = 2; � � � ; T , the inequalityPJj=1 [(k � 1)pj(T ) + pj(T � k)℄k � JXj=1 pj(T � 1)holds for all J 2 f1; : : : ; Ng. 19



Then the optimal long-term ontrat is dependent only on the �nal outomexT .We should note that substituting k = 2 into ondition 2 yields the oun-terpart of ondition (iii) in Assumption 1.10 As in Extension 1, ondition 2an be seen as the following ondition: shirking in the �nal period (right-hand side) �rst-order stohastially dominates any shirkings whose expetednumber is one (left-hand side).It is also important to note that ondition 2 is a reasonable assumptionsine it is a weaker ondition of non-inreasing marginal returns to invest-ment: for all k = 1; : : : ; T � 1,JXj=1 [pj(k + 1)� pj(k)℄ � JXj=1 [pj(k)� pj(k � 1)℄ ; J = 1; : : : ; N: (5)This inequality states that the marginal \bene�t" in the probability distri-bution by one additional e�ort is dereasing in k. To see that the \non-inreasing marginal returns" implies ondition 2, replae k with T � k + land multiply the inequality (5) by l:l JXj=1 [pj(T � k + l + 1)� pj(T � k + l)℄ � l JXj=1 [pj(T � k + l)� pj(T � k + l � 1)℄ ;then by summing up both sides for l = 1; : : : ; k � 1, we have(k � 1) JXj=1 pj(T ) + JXj=1 pj(T � k) � k JXj=1 pj(T � 1);whih is equivalent to ondition 2.1110Note that the ounterpart of ondition (ii) in Assumption 1 beomes an identity in thisextention sine two ation pro�les (�a; : : : ; �a; a) and (�a; : : : ; a; �a) yield the same distributionpi(T � 1) in the �nal period T .11An independent related paper Kwon [4℄ investigates a similar model with binary out-omes (N = 2) and shows that the optimal long-term ontrat is dependent only on20



Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 1, we an show that the optimal long-termontrat is independent of outome history xT�1 up to the period T � 1, ifall inentive onstraints butV (�a; : : : ; �a; �a;w)� C � V (�a; : : : ; �a; a;w) (6)are not binding. In the following we show that the derived ontrat, whihis dependent only on the �nal outome xT , automatially satis�es all theinentive ompatibility onstraints.As the derived ontrat w� satis�es (6) with equality, we haveC = V (�a; : : : ; �a; �a;w�)� V (�a; : : : ; �a; a;w�): (7)For eah k = 1; : : : ; T , substituting (7) into (ICk) yieldsk � V (�a; : : : ; �a; a;w�) � (k � 1) � V (�a; : : : ; �a; �a;w�) + V (a0;w�):This inequality is guaranteed to hold by the ondition 2.6 Conluding RemarksThis paper has examined the role of history dependene in a dynami moralhazard model. It is shown that, under ertain onditions on the probabilitydistributions of outomes, the optimal long-term ontrat is suh that thepayment shedules are not ontingent upon the realization of past outomes.This �nding lies in striking ontrast to the results in repeated moral hazardmodels where the optimal long-term ontrats would generally be dependentthe �nal outome under \non-inreasing marginal returns" assumption. Our result (Theo-rem 3) inN -outome model is more general, and the weaker suÆient ondition is providedwith FOSD relationships. Kwon also presents empirial analysis using personnel reordsin a health insurane ompany, and the �ndings are onsistent with the main feature ofderived optimal ontrat. 21



on the whole history of past outomes.We see a variety of irumstanes in reality where the e�ort has persistente�ets, and the result of the paper that the payments do not fully reet therealization of past outomes under suh irumstanes is persuasive. How-ever, the assumption of full ommitment may be too strong in some of theseeonomi ontexts. In the study of moral hazard problems, renegotiation-proof ontrats have been investigated by Fudenberg and Tirole [2℄, Ma [6, 7℄,and Park [10℄. In this respet, the study of dynami moral hazard would allfor further researh on renegotiation.This paper has favored the simplest models to fous upon the role ofhistory dependene. In partiular, we have assumed two ations and in-dependent distributions over periods in the paper. Generalizations of thismodel also deserve further investigation.AppendixIn this Appendix, we provide some mathematial arguments for footnote 8in Setion 5.Suppose that the agent is to make ations dependent on past outomes.We an think of suh agent's strategy as a sequene of \behavior strategy"suh as � = (�1; �2(x1); �3(x1; x2); : : : ; �T (x1; : : : ; xT�1));where eah �t : f1; : : : ; Ngt�1 ! A is a mapping from the history of pastoutomes (up to period t� 1) to the ation in period t.The problem in footnote 8 is whether the agent an improve his payo� bytaking suh history-dependent strategy � (rather than history-independentstrategy a = (a1; a2; : : : ; aT )).Theorem 4. If the ontrat is simple, then the agent annot improve bytaking history-dependent strategy �. 22



Proof. The expeted payo� to the agent taking suh strategy � an be writ-ten as Xa2AT 8<:0� X(x1;:::;xT�1)2I(a;�) T�1Yt=1 Pr[xt j �t(x1; : : : ; xt�1)℄1A�  T�1Xt=1 u(wt) + NXj=1 pTj (a)u(wTj )� C �m(a)!) (8)whereI(a;�) = �(x1; : : : ; xT�1) j �t(x1; : : : ; xt�1) = at for t = 1; : : : ; T	 ;that is, I(a;�) is the set of history of outomes that ation pro�le a will beplayed under strategy � with positive probability.Sine every eah history (x1; : : : ; xT�1) generates exatly one ation pro�lea given �, the �rst parentheses in (8) an be seen as a probability distributionof a over AT ; that is,Xa2AT 0� X(x1;:::;xT�1)2I(a;�) T�1Yt=1 Pr[xt j �t(x1; : : : ; xt�1)℄1A = 1 for any �:As the expeted value of random variables annot exeed the maximum ofthe variables, we establish that(8) � maxa2AT  T�1Xt=1 u(wt) + NXj=1 pTj (a)u(wTj )� C �m(a)!= maxa2AT (V (a;w)� C �m(a)) :
23
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